




[Essay 5-3; by “Sarah C. Howes”:] 
The spiders most attenuated web is cord is cable to  

mans tender tie on earthly bliss 
  We are well aware that the fibres which compose the spiders web 
are of the most slender and fragile nature    For a proof of this we behold 
one suspended beneath the shelter of some shady tree glistening with the 
dew-drops of the morning and every shred interwoven with the greatest 
regularity and care    Nothing apparently seems to disturb its well regulated 
being but how short its stay how soon do we find it beginning to decay even 
ere the sun has gained its meridian height som[e] perhaps by the passing of 
some gentle gale    we find its slender cords severed and every part totally or 
completely disarranged and at the day little or no trace of it is to be found    
There it is with mans felicity although in youthful vigour surrounded with 
every earthly charm bound by the most endearing ties of nature yet even the 
cable which unites him with earthly felicity is like the slender fibre of the 
web quickly and easily broken when exposed to the storms of adversity     
Notwithstanding he commences his early career in full vivacity and 
cheerfulness yet ere he has far advanced the cares and anxieties of life 
devolve upon him    misfortunes befall and evil doings surround him and his 
very path is strewed with snares and temptations of various kinds    
Therefore we find it of the utmost importance that we detach our affections 
from the transitory charms of earth and place them upon that which affords 
solid and permanent felicity vis. True Virtue 
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